Context-aware mobile service adaptation via a Co-evolution eXtended Classifier System in mobile network environments
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Abstract. With the popularity of mobile services, an effective context-aware mobile service adaptation is becoming more and more important for operators. In this paper, we propose a Co-evolution eXtended Classifier System (CXCS) to perform context-aware mobile service adaptation. Our key idea is to learn user context, match adaptation rule, and provide the best suitable mobile services for users. Different from previous adaptation schemes, our proposed CXCS can produce a new user’s initial classifier population to quicken its converging speed. Moreover, it can make the current user to predict which service should be selected, corresponding to an uncovered context. We compare CXCS based on a common mobile service adaptation scenario with other five adaptation schemes. The results show the adaptation accuracy of CXCS is higher than 70% on average, and outperforms other schemes.
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1. Introduction

With the development of mobile internet, mobile terminals\(^1\) are networked via heterogeneous access technologies.\(^2\) Obviously, these mobile terminals have entered almost every part of life. For instance, in UK, Mobile Squared\(^3\) forecasts, by 2015, smartphones will number 63.83 million—approximately 100% population penetration. Despite the overall rise in smartphone penetration and data usage, however, text messaging still dominates mobile operator non-voice revenues worldwide.

Unfortunately, from the survey of Mobile Squared, a total of three-quarters of all operators surveyed thought that Instant Messaging (IM) tools\(^4\) on smartphones do pose a threat to traditional operator-based services around SMS and voice. Specifically, 63% of respondents agreed with the statement,

---

\(^1\)Such as smartphones, PDAs, table PCs and so on.
\(^2\)Such as Internet, WiFi, WiMAX, 3G and 4G.
\(^4\)Such as Skype, iMessage, Google Talk, Facebook Messages, WhatsApp.
while a further 17% strongly agreed. Hence, how to cope with more and more IM tools from Internet company, is becoming more and more urgent for the major operators groups.\(^5\) We find if Service Delivery Platform (SDP) can adapt to end users’ context and adaptively provide suitable mobile services, may be a good solution. The viewpoint is similar to context-sensitive SDP.\(^6\) A context-sensitive SDP provides a user interface (UI) that exhibits some capability to be aware of the context and to react to changes of this context in a continuous way. As a result such a UI will be adapted to a person’s devices, tasks, preferences, and abilities, thus improving people’s satisfaction and performance compared to traditional SDP based on manually designed UIs.

The context-sensitive SDP is complex and enormous. We can not implement its whole function. In this paper, we only focus on mobile service\(^7\) adaptation according to different end user (device) context such as Location,\(^8\) Activity,\(^9\) Illumination\(^10\) and Acceleration\(^11\) by using Event-Condition-Action rule [1] of database system and machine learning theory. In our proposed adaptation scheme, we map each mobile service into an action and map each (end) user context (device) into a condition. The condition is a logical test that, if satisfied or evaluates to true, causes the action to be carried out. The action consists of updates or invocations on the local data or condition. Our scheme can perform the best action (mobile service) according to the given condition (user context) by using a Co-evolution eXtended Classifier System. In the paper, our proposed adaptation system is deployed in an Adaptation Server of SDP of mobile network.

Different traditional adaptation system, in mobile service adaptation process, different users may have different preferred adaptive actions [2]. For example, if the available bandwidth is narrowing, John may want to turn a video call into an audio call, while Sam may be less sensitive to the video distortion and maintain the video call. Hence, some previous schemes such as utility function-based method [3], work-flows scheme [4] and colored Petri-net scheme [5] cannot be used in SDP. The main reason is that these schemes rely on the off-line analysis of conditions, they can not adaptively provide suitable action (mobile service) according to different condition (user context). Hence, SDP need an effective context-aware adaptation to enhance the quality of the experience of mobile services and improve communication service adhesiveness. Fortunately, some research findings such as machine learning theory in the filed of artificial intelligence, may be able to support the adaptation problem. Then, some schemes from machine learning theory have been proposed to support the adaptation, such as the Granular Computing [6,7], Rough Set [8,9] and Decision Tree models [10,11]. These schemes can give adaptation rules automatically by monitoring user interaction, but we are disappointed to find that they cannot support context-aware online preference learning. Obviously, they cannot be immediately used as the mobile service adaption schemes in SDP. Fortunately, an Event-Condition-Action rule-based system with machine learning theory can perform the mobile service adaptation. For instance, The Learning Classifier System (LCS) can manipulate the rule to decide which mobile service (action) will take place in a given context (condition) [12].

The (LCS) [13], as an adaptive rule-based system, can build a rule set automatically. It is also a machine learning technique combining evolutionary computing and reinforcement learning. Wilson’s
eXtended Classifier System (XCS) [14] is a type of LCS, in which a classifier’s fitness is determined by the measure of its prediction’s accuracy. XCS, the most successful LCS, solved a number of well-known problems, such as classification, planning tasks, function approximation and general prediction [15]. However, XCS cannot be applied to perform mobile service adaptation. The reasons are as follows. First, XCS needs a long time to train itself to a reasonable accuracy because of the deficiency of user interactions as new-users enter a mobile service adaptation system. The slow converging speed fails in adapting users’ mobile service requirements quickly according to user context. Second, the reinforcement credit assignment mechanism of XCS requires many training records to cover the total learning space. However, when the training records are incomplete, XCS cannot give any classifiers to match the current context. The uncovered-context leads to inaccurate mobile service adaptation.

To address above weaknesses, we propose a novel LCS based on co-evolution XCS (called CXCS) to perform context-aware mobile service adaptation. In this paper, the user context can be mapped to the classifier conditions, and mobile services can be mapped to classifier actions. Then the generation of the adaptation rule will be transformed into the learning of the classifier population. Once the learning process is completed, it can provide each user with mobile service adaptation through the matching and competition of classifiers. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. We survey why some traditional adaptation scheme cannot be used in mobile service adaption. We also point out an Event-Condition-Action rule-based system with machine learning theory can be employed to perform context-aware mobile service adaption for SDP. Then we proposed a context-aware mobile service adaptation scheme via a Co-evolution eXtended Classifier System.

2. To lessen the computation time of the mobile service adaptation, we introduce other users’ evolutionary information to “inject new blood” into the classifier population and propose a new-user initialization algorithm to quicken the convergence speed.

3. To improve the accuracy of the mobile service adaptation, we employ an uncovered-context algorithm and an action prediction algorithm to predict which mobile service should be selected when there is a failure in covering the user context.

4. We conducted an experiment based on a mobile service adaptation dataset. The user context contains Location, Activity, Illumination and Acceleration. The mobile services contain Mail, SMS, MMS, video and Audio. The experimental results show the adaptation accuracy of CXCS is better than other five mobile service adaptation schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 reviews XCS. Section 2 describes the proposed CXCS, which contains new-user initialization and uncovered-context prediction. Section 3 describes the experiments conducted to evaluate our proposed scheme. Section 4 introduces related work, and Section 5 ends the paper.

2. XCS review

To sketch our proposed CXCS, we first review XCS. Figure 1 shows the framework of XCS. XCS is a rule-based system, in which each rule has a condition and a set of parameters: prediction, fitness, accuracy, experience and so on. The complete set of rules forms the Classifier Population. Based on the two interface modules, a Detector (Sensor) and an Effector, the procedure of XCS contains three phases, as follows:

- First, the detector receives an input from the environment. The rules whose conditions match the input data form a Match Set. In the Match Set, each rule has an action. An action selection mechanism is used to select an action where the same action forms the Action Set.
Second, the Effector outputs the action to the environment, and a reward is received. Reinforcement learning is applied to the Action Set to update the parameters contained in the rules according to the rewards.

Finally, the processes are included in a learning cycle. A genetic algorithm (GA) runs on the Action Set to guide the search for better rules, so XCS learns repeatedly to evolve the rule population. The learned rules are the solution to a given problem (context-aware mobile service adaptation).

For further illustration, based on Algorithm 1, we will introduce the running process of XCS by the following four components: finite classifier population, performance component, reinforcement component and discovery component, in the following sections.

**Algorithm 1 XCS**

Initiate the maximum iteration times \( N \);

while \( i + + < N \) do

Get the environmental state from the Detector;

All the classifiers of \( [P] \) that match the current state are selected to form the Match Set \( [M] \);

Classify the classifier of \( [M] \) into several subgroups according to the classifier action, and prepare the prediction array;

\( xp = \text{random}[0,1] \);

if \( xp < P_{\text{exp}} \) then

Do the exploration scheme, choose a random action \( A \);

Update all the classifiers of \( [A] \), and apply GA on \( [A] \) with probability \( \theta_{GA} \);

else

Do the exploitation scheme;

Choose the action \( [A] \) with the largest fitness weighted prediction;

end if

Send \( [A] \) to the Effector to execute, and receive the reward from the environment;

end while
Table 1
Classifier parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param</th>
<th>Usages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>The payoff XCS receives after the execution of the chosen action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>The prediction error of the classifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>The accuracy of the classifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>The fitness of the classifier which is the inverse of $k$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{exp}$</td>
<td>The matching time of the classifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{num}$</td>
<td>The copy numbers of the classifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{as}$</td>
<td>The average size of the Action Set.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Finite classifier population

The finite classifier population (Classifier Population [P]) is a finite classifier set. It represents the current knowledge. Each classifier is composed of three parts: the condition, the action and the classifier parameters.

A classifier is activated only if its condition matches the environment state. Once a classifier is activated, its action will be selected to execute. The classifier condition uses a ternary encoding scheme (i.e., it is represented by a string of characters using a ternary alphabet {0, 1, #}, where # is a “don’t care” symbol), which means that the condition will match the state whether this position is 0 or 1. As shown in Table 1, there are 7 types of classifier parameters, which are $P$, $\varepsilon$, $k$, $F$, $\text{exp}$, $\text{num}$, $\text{as}$.

2.2. Performance component

All the classifiers of XCS that match the current context state will be selected to form the Match Set [M], and then one action will be selected as the final output of XCS. All the classifiers will be classified into subgroups according to their actions.

During the training phase, the $\varepsilon$-greedy action selection will be used. There will be two action selection schemes, i.e., the exploration and the exploitation, where their execution probabilities are $P_{\text{exp}}$ and $1 - P_{\text{exp}}$, respectively. In the exploration scheme, a random action will be selected; in the exploitation scheme, the action whose subgroup has the highest fitness weighted prediction will be selected. Then, the subgroup with the chosen action will be selected as the Action Set [A], and its action will be sent to the Effector to carry out.

2.3. Reinforcement component

The reinforcement component is also called the credit assignment component. It takes charge of the assignment of the environmental reward. Once the Effector has executed the selected action, XCS will receive the reward from the environment. This reward will be used to update all the classifiers of [A]. More information about the following parameter can be found in Table 1.

First, the experience time of the classifier, $\text{exp}$, will be increased as follows:

$$\text{exp} = \text{exp} + 1.$$  \hfill (1)

Then the prediction $p$ and prediction error $\varepsilon$ of the classifier will be calculated as follows:

$$p = \begin{cases} 
    p + (P - p)/\text{exp}, & \text{exp} < \beta \\
    p + \beta \cdot (P - p), & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}$$  \hfill (2)
\[ \varepsilon = \begin{cases} 
\varepsilon + (|P - p| - \varepsilon) / \exp, & \exp < 1 / \beta \\
\varepsilon + \beta \cdot (|P - p| - \varepsilon), & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \]  

(3)

where \( \beta (0 < \beta \leq 1) \) denotes the learning rate constant, which is used to control the updating speed.

Afterwards, the accuracy and relative accuracy of each classifier will be updated for the calculation of its fitness value as follows:

\[ k = \begin{cases} 
1, & \varepsilon < \varepsilon_0 \\
\alpha \cdot (\varepsilon / \varepsilon_0)^{-\upsilon}, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \]  

(4)

where \( \varepsilon_0 (\varepsilon_0 > 0) \) is used to determine the threshold error when a classifier is considered to be accurate, \( \alpha (0 < \alpha < 1) \) and \( \upsilon (\upsilon > 0) \) are used to control the degree of the decline in accuracy, respectively.

Finally, once the classifier accuracy is updated, its fitness valued, \( F \) can be computed by the following:

\[ F = F + \beta \cdot (k' - F) \]  

(5)

with

\[ k' = k \times n / \sum_{i=1}^{||A||} k_i \times n_i. \]

2.4. Discovery component

The discovery component of XCS includes the genetic algorithm (GA) based on the evolution of the classifier population, the cover mechanism and the deleting mechanism.

The GA process will only occur in the exploration scheme with a possibility of \( \theta_{GA} \). Once the GA is invoked, XCS will choose two classifiers from \([A]\) as parents with the probability proportional to the fitness, and make a copy of them. These two cloned classifiers will mutate or crossover with a separate probability of \( p_x \) and \( p_m \). The newly generated child or produced offspring will be injected back into \([P]\) with the probability \( p_{sel} \) by the following:

\[ p_{sel} = F_i / \sum_{j=1}^{||A||} F_j. \]  

(6)

Whenever there are no classifiers in \([P]\) to match the current state, the covering mechanism will be executed. The classifier condition will be created to match the current state, but with a probability \( P# \) of adding the # character. The classifier action will be randomly selected, and its fitness and prediction value will be initiated.

During the GA or covering process, the population will be expanded. However, if the size of \([P]\) exceeds the population limit, the deleting mechanism will be activated. The classifiers with a low fitness will be deleted to keep the population size with a constant upper bound, and the deleting probability \( p_{del} \) will be calculated as follows:

\[ p_{del} = (F_i/\text{num}_i) / \sum_{j=1}^{||P||} (F_j/\text{num}_j). \]  

(7)
3. Proposed CXCS for service adaptation

Because the high cost and low accuracy of XCS obstruct its application in mobile service adaptation systems, we propose CXCS to cope with these problems. The idea of CXCS is to add other users’ evolutionary information into the current classifier population by introducing the co-evolution mechanism [16] into XCS and to utilize similar-users to help predict which mobile service is invoked for the current user.

As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed CXCS is a rule-based system, which contains three main components for context-aware mobile service adaptation, i.e., similar-user identification, new-user initialization and uncovered-context prediction. To illustrate, we first describe the concept of the co-evolution mechanism.

3.1. Co-evolution mechanism

The term co-evolution is derived from biology. It means “change in a trait of individuals of one population in response to a trait of individuals of a second population, followed by an evolutionary response of the second population to a change in the first”. For example, the common influence of herbivore and plant will produce stronger and better generations of both over time.

There are two main classes of co-evolutionary approaches, competitive co-evolution and cooperative co-evolution. Just as the names imply, in competitive co-evolution, populations evolve simultaneously through their competition with each other, while cooperative co-evolution is implemented by the cooperation of the populations.

For competitive co-evolution, two main subclasses can be classified: competition and amensalism. The species of the former type inhibit each other, which means that the success of one species will result in the failure of the other species. In the latter type, the inhibition of species is single direction. There are three identified subclasses of cooperative co-evolution. In mutualism, every species benefits from the
improvements of the other species. In commensalism, only one of the species benefits, while the other
is not affected. In parasitism, only one of the species benefits, and the other is harmed.

3.2. Similar-user identification

First, the cooperative co-evolution needs to identify all the similar-users. The reward for the adaptive
action under a specified context state indicates the user’s preference. Hence, by calculating the deviation
of the users’ preference shown for every contextual adaptive action, the similarity between users can be
measured. The smaller the preference deviation is, the more similar the users are. The similarity between
users includes two parts, the static part and the dynamic part. The measurement of the static similarity
uses the static user profile information, such as gender, age, and occupation. The calculation of the
dynamic similarity can use all the adaptation records for the user. Hence, the identification of similar-
users can be divided into two types of cases. The first type is when a user uses the mobile service for the
first time, and there are no training samples at all. This similarity measurement can only use the users’
static user profile information. The greater the difference between the users’ profiles is, the smaller their
similarity.

A user $u_i$’s user profile can be defined as

$$UP_i = (Item_1, \ldots, Item_I) \quad (1 \leq i \leq I)$$

$\lambda_k = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } u_i.Item_k = u_j.Item_k. \\ 0, & \text{else} \end{cases}$

where $\sigma_{static}(u_i, u_j)$ denotes the static similarity value.

The second type of circumstance is when a user has used the service for some time, in which case the
similarity value calculation should use both the static user profile and the experience records, as follows:

$$\sigma(u_i, u_j) = \sigma_{static}(u_i, u_j) + \sigma_{dynamic}(u_i, u_j)$$

with $\sigma_{dynamic}(u_i, u_j)$ denotes the dynamic similarity value and it can be obtained according to the
training rules of CXCS as show Fig. 3, $R(t)$ is added for the weight adjustment over time. The longer a
user has used this service, the more familiar the user will be with the service, and the greater the weight
of the dynamic part.

As shown in Fig. 3, every training rule is composed of context state $C$, adaptive action $A_j$ and reward
$R$, which represents that if, under a given context state, CXCS selected an adaptive action, it will receive
a reward from the user. It can be defined as $S = \{(C, A_j, R)|1 \leq j \leq Q\}$ where Q denotes the number
of adaptive action. The reward indicates the user’s preference degree for this rule. Every context state
$C$ has $n$ context attributes, $C = (C_1, \ldots, C_n)$. Each context attribute $C_i$ can choose one value from
\{C_i^1, C_i^2, \ldots, C_i^{m-1}, C_i^m\}$ where $m$ denotes the number of training sample. Then the user’s preference for $A_k$ under $C_i^j$ can be obtained as follows:

$$P(C_i^j, A_k) = \frac{1}{B} \sum_{m=1}^{M} f(C_i^j, A_k, S_m) R_m - \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} R_m$$

with

$$B = \sum_{m=1}^{M} f(C_i^j, A_k, S_m).$$

where $M$ is the training set size, $Q$ is the number of adaptive actions. If in training sample $S_m$, the value of $C_i^j$ is $C_i^j$ and the adaptive action is $A_k$, the value of $f(C_i^j, A_k, S_m)$ will be 1; otherwise, the value of $f(C_i^j, A_k, S_m)$ should be 0.

Once $P(C_i^j, A_k)$ is determined, the user’s preference for the contextual adaptive action can be computed as follows:

$$P = \begin{pmatrix} P_{u_1} & \cdots & P_{u_Q} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ P_{u_1} & \cdots & P_{u_Q} \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} P(C_1^1, A_1) & \ldots & P(C_1^{C_1^1}, A_1) & \ldots & P(C_1^{C_1^{C_1^1}}, A_1) \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ P(C_1^1, A_Q) & \ldots & P(C_1^{C_1^1}, A_Q) & \ldots & P(C_1^{C_1^{C_1^1}}, A_Q) \end{pmatrix}$$

Then, the dynamic user similarity can be obtained as follows:

$$\sigma_{\text{dynamic}}(u_1, u_2) = \sum_{i=1}^{Q} \sigma_{\text{dynamic}}(P_{u_1}^{u_i}, P_{u_2}^{u_i}) = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{Q} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left| \frac{C_j^i}{C_j^i} \right|} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{\left| C_j^i \right|} \left( P_{u_1} C_j^k, A_i - P_{u_2} C_j^k, A_i \right)^2 \right).$$

**3.3. New-user initialization**

For the new-user, the administrators or developers can initialize some preference rules. These rules can help users configure their mobile service settings or parameters, however, it is difficult to perform mobile service adaptation. The reason is that the adaptation action preferences of each user are different. To solve this problem, we use some similar-users to initialize their preference rules and propose a new-user initialization algorithm as shown in Algorithm 2. Because there are no training samples at all, the
users’ similarity measurements only use their static user profiles. Once the similar-users are identified, all these users will cooperate to initialize the new-user.

As shown in Algorithm 2, first, the similar-users within a threshold $\varsigma$ will be selected. Then, the algorithm obtains the context state union of all these similar-users. Finally, for each context state obtained, all these similar-users will cooperate to produce a new classifier and inject it into the new-user’s classifier population. Each similar-user who has experienced the current state will vote for the predicted action. When a ratio of $\lambda$ users have agreed on the maximum vote action, a new classifier with this voted action will be inserted into the current user’s classifier population. Then the prediction value of the action will be set as the average of all the similar-users with the correct voted action.

Algorithm 2 New-user initialization

Input: {new-user $u_c$, candidate actions $A$, similar-user ratio threshold $\lambda$, similarity degree threshold $\varsigma$}

```
similarList = Null;
for $u_e$ in $U$ do
    if calculate Similarity ($u_c$, $u_e$) < $\varsigma$ then
        similarList.insert($u_e$);
    end if
end for
S = Null;
for $u_e$ in similarList do
    for $t$ in $u_e$.trainingSamples do
        if $t$.state $\notin S$ then
            S.insert($t$.state);
        end if
    end for
end for
for $s$ in $S$ do
    actionVoteList = [0 0];
predictionList = [0.0 0.0];
for $u_e$ in similarList do
    if $u_e$.XCS.coverState($s$) then
        action = $u_e$.XCS.getActionByState($s$);
prediction = $u_e$.XCS.getPredictionByState($s$);
        actionVoteList[action] += 1;
predictionList[action] += prediction;
    end if
end for
maxNum = max(actionVoteList);
if maxNum > int(len(similarList) $\times$ $\lambda$) then
    for act in $A$ do
        if actionVoteList[act] == maxNum then
            cl = new Classifier();
            cl.action = act;
            cl.prediction = predictionList[act]/ float(actionVoteList[act]);
            $u_c$.XCS.insertClassifier(cl);
        end if
    end for
end if
```

3.4. Uncovered-context prediction

When introducing the reinforcement credit assignment mechanism, the training process of XCS always takes a long time and often needs a large number of training samples to cover the entire problem.
space. Because some context states have been experienced by other similar-users, it is highly possible that similar-users may make the same decisions. When these new decisions can be “borrowed” from similar-users, the learning speed might be greatly speeded up and the uncovered prediction accuracy might be increased. Hence, we propose an uncovered-context prediction algorithm for the CXCS, as shown in Algorithm 3.

By using Algorithm 3, when an action needs to be covered, but the covered classifier cannot be generated by the original mechanism, our CXCS produce the covered classifier by extracting the relevant information from all similar-users.

**Algorithm 3 Uncover-context prediction algorithm**

**Input:** {uncovered-context state s, similarity threshold ς}

**Output:** {generated cover classifier by similar-users}

1. actionVoteList = [0 0];
2. predictionList = [0.0 0.0];
3. for u_r in U do
   1. if calculateSimilarity(u_c, u_r) < ς then
   2. if u_r.XCS.coverState(s) then
      1. action = u_r.XCS.getActionByState(s);
      2. prediction = u_r.XCS.getPredictionByState(s);
      3. actionVoteList[action] += 1;
      4. predictionList[action] += prediction;
   3. end if
   4. end if
   5. end for
4. for act in A do
   1. if actionVoteList[act] > 0 then
      1. cl = new Classifier();
      2. cl.action = act;
      3. cl.prediction = predictionList[act]/float(actionVoteList[act]);
      4. u_c.XCS.insertClassifier(cl);
   2. end if
   3. end for

In the testing phase (or working phase) of CXCS, when an uncovered-context state is encountered, the final predicted action is voted on by all the similar-users through Algorithm 3. However, because the new classifiers generated by all possible decisions of all users flood the current user populations, the classifier fails to update. To overcome this problem, we propose an action prediction algorithm. As shown in Algorithm 4, we only take the action with the maximum number of votes as the output of the current user. If the maximum number of votes for multiple actions is the same, an action should be selected randomly as the input.

4. Experiments

In this section, we look into the performance of CXCS and compare it with other adaptation schemes base on a common mobile (communication) service adaptation scenario.\(^\text{12}\) In experiments, we do not fulfil the whole scenario. We only focus on how to provide the following five mobile services adaptively, i.e., Mail, SMS, MMS, Audio and Video according the following four context, i.e., Location, Activity, Illumination and Acceleration.

Algorithm 4 Action prediction algorithm

Input: {uncovered-context state s, similarity threshold \( \varsigma \)}
Output: {generated cover classifier by similar-users}

```
similarList = Null;
for \( u_e \) in U do
    if calculateSimilarity(\( u_c, u_e \)) < \( \varsigma \) then
        if \( u_e \).XCS.coverState(s) then
            action = \( u_e \).XCS.getActionByState(s);
            prediction = \( u_e \).XCS.getPredictionByState(s);
            actionVoteList[action] += 1;
            predictionList[action] += prediction;
        end if
    end if
end for
maxNum=max(actionVoteList)
actionList=Null;
for act In A do
    if actionVoteList[act]=maxNum then
        actionList.insert(act);
    end if
end for
Return random (actionList)
```

4.1. Experiment setup

As shown in Fig. 4, a scenario of mobile service adaptation is used to evaluate our proposed CXCS. The scenario revolves around a user called Julie. Generally, Julie gets up at 7 in the morning. One day, her boss (John) called her at 6. Because Julie set the adaptation system on the adaptation server before she went to sleep, the mobile service is automatically switched to Voice Mail. As soon as she gets up, Julie finds an unread Voice Mail informing her that she must go into town to the company for an unusual meeting at 9 in the morning. While driving, Julie receives a Video Call from her mother. Because she is driving at a high speed, the mobile service automatically changes to an Audio Call. After 15 minutes, she reaches the company and immediately attends the meeting. During the meeting, she receives a Video Call from her daughter. Because Julie is at a company meeting, the mobile service is changed to SMS.

Based on this scenario, we employ a mobile service adaptation system to validate the performance of CXCS. The mobile service uses four types of context attributes, location, activity, illumination, and acceleration, to identify the user’s preferred mobile service. For example, the parameters “Illumination” and “Acceleration”, which belong to \([1,100]\), have 5 linguistic variables, Very Weak (AW), Weak (W), Middle (M), Strong (S) and Very Strong (VS). The adaptive action is the mobile service. The detailed setup is shown in Table 2. The membership function of the fuzzy linguistic variables of illumination and acceleration is the same, as depicted in Fig. 5.

In the experiments, we invite 10 users to collect our datasets. First, they are required to provide some adaptation rules for the mobile service (MS), as shown in Table 3. Second, for each user, the adaptation rules are applied to a randomly generated set of the records using fuzzy inference. Finally, these datasets are encoded into binary format as the training samples. Some examples of these datasets are shown in Table 4. Note that the illumination and acceleration are both divided into 16 discrete values so that they can be easily encoded in the algorithm. For each user, the encoded datasets are split into two parts, i.e., the training set and the test set.

Table 2
Experiment configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>[Home, Road, Company, Car] (\pi &lt; P_{\text{exp}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>[Walking, Running, Eating, Sleeping]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illumination</td>
<td>[VW, W, M, S, VS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>[VW, W, M, S, VS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication service</td>
<td>[Mail, SMS, MMS, Audio, Video]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Adaptation rule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Illumination</th>
<th>Acceleration</th>
<th>Communication mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>Sleeping</td>
<td>♯♯</td>
<td>♯♯</td>
<td>Mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♯</td>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>♯</td>
<td>♯</td>
<td>SMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♯♯</td>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>Strong/Very Strong</td>
<td>♯</td>
<td>Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Service adaptation scenario.

In experiments, all parameter are set prudently. The aim is to find a good tradeoff among all parameters, obtain the best performance of all schemes, and evaluate them objectively. Based on lots of experimental results, the XCS and CXCS configuration parameters are set with a tradeoff as follows: \(\text{iterationNum} = 10000\), \(\text{popNum} = 5000\), \(\alpha = 0.1\), \(\beta = 0.2\), \(\varepsilon_0 = 0.25\), \(p_0=10.0\), \(\text{fitness}_0=0.01\), \(\theta_{\text{GA}}=25\), \(p_x=0.8\), \(p_m=0.04\), \(\theta_{\text{sub}}=\theta_{\text{exp}}=\theta_{\text{del}}=20\). The payoff is set to 1000 if the correct action is taken; otherwise, it is 0.
Table 4
Experimental dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Illumination</th>
<th>Acceleration</th>
<th>Communication mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>0001</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0101</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>1111</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. The membership function.

4.2. Experimental results on training accuracy

In this section, we compare CXCS with XCS on training accuracy by the following two experiments.

**Definition 1.** Training Accuracy (TA): We define the training accuracy of mobile service adaptation system as the ratio of the number of all training results and the number of correct training results with the following:

\[
TA = 100\% \times \frac{\text{count}_{\text{correct-train}}}{\text{count}_{\text{train}}}
\]

where the better the approach is, the higher the training accuracy is.

In first experiment, the static profiles of 10 users are used to identify their static similarity. The user similarity degree and similar-user ratio threshold are set to 0.85 and 0.5, respectively. While one user is selected as the current user, the other users are requested to initialize this user’s classifier population. The average training accuracy is compared with XCS in Fig. 6.

The second experiment is conducted to validate co-evolutionary XCS’s cooperative covering and predicting functions. First, all the training records are used to calculate the user similarities. Then, for each user, the similar-users assisted with the covering and predicting process. Finally, the average training accuracy is shown in Fig. 7.

From the comparison results, the training accuracy of our proposed CXCS is higher than XCS. Obviously, CXCS deployed on adaptation server, can support mobile service adaptation more effectively than XCS in mobile network.
4.3. Experimental results on convergence speed

In this experiment, we evaluate the convergence speed of CXCS.

Definition 2. Convergence Speed (CS): We define the convergence speed of mobile service adaptation system as the ratio the fitness and the convergence fitness with the same Trails by the following:

\[
CS = \frac{\text{Convergence-Fitness}}{\text{Fitness}_i}(1 \leq i \leq \text{Trails})
\]  

(13)

where the better the approach is, the higher the convergence speed is.

As shown in Table 5, it can be concluded that CXCS converges more quickly than XCS because of its cooperative co-evolution mechanism.

4.4. Experimental results on adaptation accuracy

In this experiment, we compare our proposed CXCS with other five schemes such as XCS, Bayesian, SVM, C4.5 and Decision tree, in term of the adaptation accuracy.
Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trails</th>
<th>XCS</th>
<th>CXCS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>0.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.615</td>
<td>0.675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>0.775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definition 3. Adaptation Accuracy (AA): We define the adaptation accuracy of mobile service adaptation system as the ratio of the number of all test results and the number of correct test results with the following:

\[
AA = 100\% \times \frac{\text{count}_{\text{correct-test}}}{\text{count}_{\text{test}}}
\]  

where the better the approach is, the higher the adaptation accuracy is.

The experiment is run 15 times in testing process and the results are obtained, on average, as shown in Fig. 8. According to the comparison results, the adaptation accuracy of CXCS is higher 70%. Obviously, it outperforms other mobile service adaptation schemes on the adaptation accuracy for mobile services in mobile network environments. The main reason is that new users can be initialized accurately and all context can be covered effectively.

5. Related work

Many approaches [17–21] have previously been proposed for learning the rules for context-aware service adaptation. Nearchos Paspallis et al. [3] proposed to use the utility function-based method, but its fatal weakness is that the weight in the utility function is very difficult to determine during real applications. Choi et al. [4] applied work-flows to implement the adaptation, and Miraoui et al. [5] used a coloured Petri-net for the adaptive decisions. However, most of these previous approaches can only run in an off-line way, and the adaptation ability is still very limited.

In contrast to these previous schemes, our study focuses not only on an on-line context-aware approach but also on effective mobile service adaptation ability. LCS offers good performance as well as excellent understandability, and it has wide applications in data mining, automatic robots, traffic controlling, automatic fighter control, pattern recognition and complex adaptive systems. However, due to its complexity, it is too difficult to implement for practical applications. Wilson proposed ZCS [14] as a simplified version of LCS. It maintained most of the LCS framework, but increased the understandability.
and performance significantly. One characteristic of ZCS is that it used a strength-based mechanism to represent the classifier payoff. However, it also introduces a shortcoming in distinguishing the classifier accuracy. Therefore, Wilson presented another improved version called XCS [13], which used a fitness-based accuracy, niche-based GA, modified Q learning credit assignment mechanism. Thus far, XCS is the most successful variety of LCS, and it has been widely used in many areas.

However, because of the new-user problem and the context-cover problem, XCS cannot effectively perform context-aware mobile service adaptation. Hence, in this paper, CXCS extends XCS by adding a cooperative co-evolution mechanism [16], modifying the rule structure and working process, and adding a user-interactive feature. Research on co-evolutionary LCS is still very rare. Dumitrescu [22] applied cooperative and competitive co-evolutionary mechanisms to the classifiers of the same species. ETANI [23] proposed a cooperative co-evolutionary architecture consisting of a collection of LCS, where each one attempts to evolve its subcomponents (agents), and the assembling of all these subcomponents represents the complete solution. Although the two studies produced good results, they still failed to solve the new-user problem and the context-cover problem in context-aware mobile service adaptation. Shang Gao et al. [24] reported on the development of a survey instrument designed to measure user perception on mobile services acceptance. Junho Ahn and Richard Han [25] focused on recognizing mobile users’ daily behavior patterns and unusual event detection. They built a general unusual event classification model to analyze the activity, location, and audio sensor data collected from mobile phone users to identify these users’ personalized normal daily behavior patterns. The model may be able to provide valuable information for mobile service adaptation systems.

6. Summary and future work

In this paper, we incorporate a cooperative co-evolutionary mechanism into XCS, proposing CSC, to perform context-aware mobile service adaptation. In CXCS, similar-users are used to initialize the classifier population of new-users. Moreover, the current user’s uncovered-context states are also predicted. Experimental results show that CXCS can quicken the convergence speed and improve the training accuracy. Moreover, CXCS is also better than five adaptation schemes in terms of the adaptation accuracy in mobile network environments. Hence, CXCS can effectively perform context-aware mobile service adaptation in mobile network environments.

In the future, we will focus on implementing more adaptation function of CXCS. Besides, more evaluation for CXCS in a real mobile service environment is also our future work.
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